WindowAlert type Decals: Major Barrier to
Effective Bird Window Collision Prevention
Jim Cubie Ornithology Center at Muhlenberg College

“I have read the paper and find it very clear, correct and important.”
Martin Rossler Leading Bird Window Collision Expert
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences,Vienna

The decals, even with UV, are ineffective if applied as
advertised.
1. If applied to meet scientific standards they are 4 times
as costly as scientifically validated options.
2. If applied as advertised they kill birds as these photos
attest.
3. This analysis can be downloaded at
https://birdfriendlyyards.net/sdm_downloads/window
alertbadforbirds/
• Decades of research by avian experts have established that any collision
prevention option, including UV decals, must be spaced at a minimum of
4” or 2” apart to be effective.
• If the decals are applied as recommended in their advertising and as
illustrated in their photos they violate these basic scientific spacing
standards.
• Photos of actual installations show that WindowAlert decals fail to prevent
collisions.
• Although their advertising now includes text stating that for “maximum
effectiveness” they should be applied at 4” by 2” spacing, their advertising
advises and shows much wider spacing.
• If the WindowAlert decals are applied to meet the scientific standard, they
are very expensive, excessively interfere with vision out the window and
are very hard to install
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• The very attractive UV feature which they claim is like a “stop light to
birds” is basically a marketing gimmick.
• The “science” behind WindowAlert is wrong.

What is WindowAlert?
WindowAlert is the trade name for one of the most popular products which
consumers choose to prevent bird window collisions. They are decals of various
shapes (birds, leaves, etc.) Very similar products are sold by
windowdressingetc.com and duncraft.com. Basically the same product (stickers
and UV) are sold in Europe. They are normally sold in packages of four to eight
with a pen type UV applicator which is used to mark the window.
There are scientifically validated bird window collision prevention systems which
are much cheaper, have less impact on vision, are easier to install and will last
much longer. A description of these systems including comparison of costs,
effectiveness and ease of installation, DIY directions, and even window washing is
at https://birdfriendlyyards.net/consumerguide/

Advertising Delivers Unscientific Advice
As the expert statements which follow make clear, any system to protect against
bird window collisions must be spaced 4 inches apart (older standard) or two
inches apart (new recommended standard.) Only if the bird thinks that the window
is subdivided into 4 or 2 inches spaces will the bird avoid the window because it
thinks the space is too small to fly through.
Instead WindowAlert gives this advice:
Concentrate decals at center then work out, placing decals at a minimum on every two feet
of glass. For maximum protection, scientific studies suggest placing decals two inches
horizontal by four inches vertical from one another.

Twenty-four inch spacing is 6 times as the 4” standard and 12 times the 2”
standard.
The photos which follow from their site clearly show the decals spaced well
beyond the 2” or 4” standard.
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“Maximum Effectiveness” Advice
Contradicted by Advertising
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WindowAlert advertising now includes text stating that to achieve “maximum
effectiveness” they should be applied at 4” by 2” spacing. The 4”by 2” standard is
not a “maximum” spacing standard, it is the minimum effective spacing to protect
against bird window collisions.
They are highly unlikely to applied at 4” or 2” spacing because:
1. Their advertising recommends 2 foot spacing and shows them widely spaced
(see photos)
2. Their claim that the UV function appears as a “stop sign to birds” delivers
the message that spacing is unimportant.
3. They are four times more expensive than approved alternatives when applied
to meet scientific standards
4. They greatly interfere with vision out the window and are very difficult to
apply when installed at the 4” by 2” or 2” by 2” standard.

Experts
The three leading experts in the United States and Europe on the prevention of bird
window collisions are Dr. Daniel Klem of the Acopian Center for Ornithology, Dr.
Christine Sheppard of the American Bird Conservancy and Dr. Martin Rossler of
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria.
These experts agree that the WindowAlert type decal product if applied as
advertised (greater than the 4” or 2” spacing) is not effective.
Dr. Daniel Klem has stated:
The common option of placing a bird shaped decal or two on the window does not work because
its presence does not alert a bird to an invisible lethal window barrier.

His research is summarized as follows:
“Systematic efforts to identify signals that can be used to make glass visible to birds began with
the work of Dr. Daniel Klem in 1989. (His research actually started in the 1970’s.) Testing glass
panes in the field and using a dichotomous choice protocol in an aviary, Klem (1990)
demonstrated that popular devices like “diving falcon” silhouettes were effective only if they
were applied densely, spaced two to four inches apart.” Bird Friendly Bird Design, p. 45.
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Dr. Christine Sheppard, the lead scientist at the American Bird Conservancy, has
warned on a number of occasions that WindowAlert type decals are ineffective if
they do not meet scientific spacing requirements.
We have not included WindowAlert on our birdsmartglass.org page because of the spacing issue.
We spoke to them about this, and were willing to modify their recommendations somewhat, but
not enough to meet our minimum spacing guidelines. It is not possible to rate decals or tape in
the abstract. You must specify the spacing used when the evaluation was made.” Christine
Sheppard Director Collisions program, American Bird Conservancy
Decals are probably the most familiar solution to bird collisions, but their effectiveness is widely
misunderstood. Birds do not recognize decals as silhouettes of falcons, spiderwebs, or other
natural objects, but simply as obstacles that they may try to fly around. Decals can be very
effective if applied following the “2” x “4” rule on the outside of glass, but in general, they must
be replaced frequently, at least annually. Bird Friendly Building Design p. 25.
Window decals can also be used, but in contrast to manufacturer's recommendations, must be
applied according to the “2” by “4” rule
(Sheppard, 2011).

In Europe Dr. Martin Rossler is the leading expert on window bird collisions. He
tests the effectiveness of bird collisions prevention systems for several
ornithological institutions. He tested a product called “Dr. Kolbe birdsticker®”
which is very similar to Window Alert. It is composed of stickers with UV applied
to them. His testing found:
Birdsticker® are assessed as ineffective on the basis of these results. To avoid
They cannot be recommended for bird impact.

Basic Science Behind WindowAlert Is
Wrong
It was once thought that birds hit windows because they were frightened by a
predator. Thus a few decals seemed like a solution because they would alert the
escaping bird to the fact that what appears to be a black space on the side of a
building, is actually a window. Forty years of research here and in Europe has
determine that the “alert” idea is wrong. When humans see a black space in the
side of a building, we are alerted by its location on a structure that the black space
is a solid window. Birds are not. To convince birds not to hit a window the bird
must perceive that in some way the window space is subdivided into spaces too
narrow for it to fly through. For most birds, the space must be perceived as less
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than 4 inches across the window and 2 inches up and down. This standard was
developed by extensive field research by Dr. Daniel Klem and is consistent with
the results of similar research in Europe. To protect hummingbirds, the space must
be 2 inches by 2 inches.
.... shapes forming a pattern placed on a pane such that they uniformly cover the surface and are
oriented and separated by 10 cm in vertical columns or 5 cm in horizontal rows will completely
deter strikes; the greater spacing between the pattern elements the increased risk for a strike
(Klem, 1990b, 2009b; Klem & Saenger, 2013; Schleidt, Shalter, & Moura-Neto, 2011)
Daniel Klem Jr. (2015) Bird–Window Collisions: A Critical Animal Welfare and Conservation
Issue, Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, 18:sup1, S11-S17, DOI:
10.1080/10888705.2015.1075832, p. S14

When the space is perceived as larger than the 4” by 2” or the 2” by 2” standard,
the bird will hit the window. That is why WindowAlert if applied as advertised
should not be used. This can be seen in the two photos below.

Photos
In the photo below, on the window to the left, three decals are applied following
the WindowAlert directions. Note that there is a bird strike in spite of the decals.
Why? Because the bird saw enough space to fly around the decals. On the right
enough decals have been applied to meet the 4” standard. The vision interference
when the decals are placed to meet the 4” standard is unacceptable to most
homeowners. Therefore they apply a few decals and “hope for the best.”
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Here is another example. On the left again is an installation of Window Alert
decals which follows their advertising advice. The right side shows many hits on
the window. The spaces between the decals are so large the bird perceives that
there is enough space to fly through the opening and collides into the glass. Each
Post-it on the right pane is a collision.
The bird is not alerted by a few decals that he is flying toward solid glass. Rather
he sees the reflection of the open space behind him.

Cost, Vision Interference and Practicality
Summary: When the WindowAlert system is applied to meet scientifically
validated standard for effectiveness -1. They are far more expensive -- four (4) times – than scientifically validated
systems
2. They interfere greatly with vision out the window
3. They are very difficult to apply over a large space which is needed to protect
birds.
The cost of the WindowAlert system and its effect on vision out the window can
be demonstrated together. This is the case because to meet scientific standards so
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many decals have to be applied that both the cost and the negative impact on vision
out the window is very high.
1. HIGH COST: The high cost of the Window Alert product prevents it from
being installed in a way that meets the 4” by 2” or the 2” by 2” standard.
If any collision prevention system is only applied on only one or two windows on a
house, it is largely ineffective. One cannot predict which window birds will hit –
though of course, a window on the side of a house with a feeder will cause greater
mortality. (Feeding about doubles the chance of a fatal bird window collision.)
However, on that side of the building, the bird may collide with any of several
windows. Thus the following cost estimates are for the fabrication and installation
of a window space 12 feet wide and 4.5 feet high – the size of a sun porch window
set. The costs are compared below.
The UV feature of WindowAlert further adds to the cost, since the UV dots only
last four months. An application bottle costs $19.45.
Since WindowAlert is very expensive it will likely only be applied on one or two
small windows, satisfying the homeowners feeling that “they have done
something” without realistically preventing the risk of window collisions deaths.

DIY Options
Acopian Birdsavers DIY
Fishing Line Home made
Feather Friendly Self Install
2 by 2 Dot DIY
White Line Option
Screens plain
Netting- plant hooks
Window Alert 2 by 2
Window Alert 4 by 2
Window Alert 2 by 2 with UV pen
Window Alert 4 by 2 with UV pen

Cost for 12
feet
per cubic
fabrication
foot
and
installation
$35.33
$0.65
$28.30
$0.52
$69.00
$1.28
$30.00
$0.56
$8.00
$0.15
$92.85
$1.72
$62.04
$1.15
$159.85
$2.96
$125.10
$2.32
$179.30
$3.32
$144.55
$2.68
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WindowAlert Type Systems Highly Obscure Window Vision
The first photo shows a typical ineffective installation of WindowAlert. Note the decals and the bird imprint. The
second and third photos show the same window with the same decals added to meet the 4 standard and the 2 inch
standard.

Consumers have much better options which interfere far less with vision out the window. See photo comparisons at
https://birdfriendlyyards.net/consumerguide/
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Impracticality of Using WindowAlert
As noted, installing window collision prevention on just one small window is
generally a waste of effort because in the typical residence the bird is just as likely
to attempt to fly though another window. The two diagrams that follow show a
WindowAlert installation on a sun room 12 by 4.5 feet. The first shows 4 inch
square decals installed on a 2’ by 2” standard and the second on a 4” by 4”
standard. It will take are very long time to apply 144 to 184 decals in a pattern
acceptable to the viewer. In contrast, many systems that meet the scientific
standards can be installed far more quickly. See
https://birdfriendlyyards.net/consumerguide/

Surveys
There have been three surveys of consumer attitudes toward window collision
prevention. They show that between 30 and 70% of homeowners, who are
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motivated to protect birds against window collisions, choose the ineffective
window alert type product.
“A Clear Threat to Conservation: Using Public Policy to Reduce Bird Collisions with
Windows in Homes,” by Eric Joshua Warren SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY Spring
2013.
“Local perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, and practices toward bird-window collisions in
Monteverde, Costa Rica,” Rose Marie Menacho-Odio Programa de Manejo de Recursos
Naturales, Escuela de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales. Universidad Estatal a Distancia. 4742050, San José, Costa Rica; rmenacho@uned.ac.cr.
Bird Club Survey, Sun City Bird Club, 2020.

UV Feature – “glows like a stop light to
birds”
WindowAlert decals rely on UV reflectance to alert birds to the presence of
glass. Although many songbirds do see UV light, there are two main reasons why
UV reflectance is not a solution: not all birds can see it, and very little UV light is
present in the early morning, when the majority of collisions occur. Even with
species that can see UV light, anti-collision materials that rely on UV reflectance
are ineffective (e.g. birdpen, Ornilux glass). This is outlined in Rossler 2012 and
2015. Birds who do not have as strong UV vision can see UV decals only under
almost perfect conditions, meaning that they will be ineffective most of the time
(Hastad 2014). WindowAlert recommends that their UV decals be changed every
4 months because the UV reflectance fades.
WindowAlert was tested at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History’s
environmental research center facility. ABC summarized the results as follows:
“Results from the first season showed that making an entire surface UV
reflective was not an effective way to deter birds.” Bird Friendly Building
Guide; p.46.
The testing in Europe reached a similar conclusion.
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While the manufacturer advertises increased visibility to birds as UV-sensitive
organisms, the product is no more conspicuous in the UV spectrum than in the spectral
range visible to humans.
Based on these test and measurement results, there is no reason to expect the application
of the tested product to lead to a reduction of bird collisions to the extent that would be
desirable for bird conservation. Recommendation of the product, therefore, does not
appear justifiable.
BIRDPEN® Tests according to ONR 191040 and WIN test procedure in the Flight
Tunnel II at the Hohenau-Ringelsdorf Biological Station Martin Rössler

Comments and suggestions are welcome. Address to jimcubie1@ g………..
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